Experimental evidence for the $^8$B ground state configuration
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Abstract

The $^7$Be fragments produced in one-proton removal from relativistic $^8$B nuclei of 936 MeV/nucleon in a carbon target have been detected in coincidence with $\gamma$ rays emitted by these fragments at the reaction target. It is found that 13 ± 3% of the $^7$Be fragments are released in the 429 keV excited state, $^7$Be*, which gives direct experimental information on the ground state configuration of $^8$B. The longitudinal momentum distributions ($p_\parallel$) of the $^7$Be fragments have been measured, both inclusively.

$^*$ E-mail address: d.cortina@usc.es (D. Cortina-Gil).
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The image of a halo nucleus as consisting of valence nucleons coupled to an inert core has had to give way for a more complex concept. The interplay between increasingly detailed experiments and more elaborate theoretical models has made it clear that for most cases, core excitations have to be taken into account to accurately describe all features of halo nuclei. A way to experimentally study the importance of core polarization is in-beam \( \gamma \)-spectroscopy, where the \( \gamma \)-rays emitted from the core are measured as the halo nucleus is broken up into its constituent parts. This type of experiments has been carried out at intermediate energies for neutron-rich beryllium and carbon isotopes at NSCL-MSU [1,2]. No similar studies have up to now been published for high incident energies, or for \(^8\)B.

The proton dripline nucleus \(^8\)B is currently of interest in many respects. Knowing the structure of its ground state (\( I^\pi = 2^+ \)) is of vital importance to both halo physics and astrophysics, a fact reflected by the many recent experimental and theoretical papers devoted to this nucleus. With only one bound state and a one-proton separation energy of 137 keV, \(^8\)B is the only nucleus known so far that has a proton halo structure in its ground state. Experimental evidence for an extended structure of \(^8\)B are provided by measurements of a large one-proton removal cross section of 98 ± 6 mb (on carbon) and a narrow longitudinal momentum distribution of 93 ± 5 MeV/c [3,4]. Being an \( A = 8 \) nucleus, reactions involving \(^8\)B are important in understanding how the nucleosynthesis bridges the \( A = 8 \) mass gap. In particular, the astrophysical interest in \(^8\)B stems from its key role in the production of high-energy solar neutrinos in the context of the solar neutrino deficit problem [5]. Only 0.02% of the pp-cycles in the Sun result in a \(^8\)B, but its \( \beta \) decay is responsible for virtually all neutrinos above 1 MeV, the part of the spectrum most neutrino detectors are sensitive to. This and the deficiency of measured neutrinos as compared to the number calculated from solar theories, has made it important to know the production rate of \(^8\)B as accurately as possible. The proton capture rate of \(^7\)Be strongly depends on the structure of \(^8\)B. In particular, any component in the \(^8\)B ground-state involving \(^7\)Be core-excited states has zero overlap with the \(^7\)Be ground state (from which the proton capture takes place) and therefore leads to a reduction of the astrophysical \( S_{17} \) factor.

Describing \(^8\)B as a one-proton halo system, one should keep in mind that the \(^7\)Be core is in itself a weakly bound system, which can be considered as a two-body system (\(^4\)He + \(^3\)He). The \(^7\)Be 3/2\(^-\) ground state is bound by 1.587 MeV, and the only bound state below this \( \alpha + \(^3\)He \) threshold is the 1/2\(^-\) state at 429 keV. Considering \(^8\)B as a two-body system, there are three possibilities to couple a proton to the \(^7\)Be core: the last proton in \(^8\)B can be in either a \( p_{3/2} \) or a \( p_{1/2} \) state, and the possible ground state configurations of \(^8\)B (\( I^\pi = 2^+ \)) thus are:

(a) \(^7\)Be(3/2\(^-\)) \( \otimes \) p(3/2\(^-\)),
(b) \(^7\)Be(3/2\(^-\)) \( \otimes \) p(1/2\(^-\)),
(c) \(^7\)Be(1/2\(^-\)) \( \otimes \) p(3/2\(^-\)).

A coincident measurement of the 429 keV \( \gamma \)-rays and the \(^7\)Be fragments from the one-proton removal process of \(^8\)B gives direct information about the contribution from configuration (c) to the \(^8\)B ground state wave function (WF). It should be noted that simple two-body models, in which effects of core excitations and deformations are not incorporated, cannot give the weights and the relative-motion wave functions of the configurations (a)–(c). During the last years, few-body microscopic models which incorporate effects of the core excitation and deformation, have been developed and applied to \(^8\)B [6–9]. All these models describe the bulk properties of \(^8\)B well. In papers [6,9], the \(^7\)Be–p relative motion wave functions for all three configurations (a)–(c) are obtained by projecting the calculated \(^8\)B WF onto the corresponding \(^7\)Be WFs. These relative-motion WFs have already been used for comparison with experimental one-proton removal cross sections and \(^7\)Be longitudinal momentum distributions, and demonstrated good agreement with the experimental data [3]. The current experiment gives
the possibility to measure the component (c) of the $^8$B ground state directly. As the experiment is performed at high energy, any influence from reaction mechanism is minimized. Note that the feeding of $^7$Be* in intermediate energy Coulomb dissociation was measured by Kikuchi et al. [10,11]. However, no conclusions for the $^8$B ground state configuration was drawn by these authors.

For this experiment, a 936 MeV/nucleon $^8$B beam was produced by fragmentation of a $^{12}$C primary beam (with energy 1.0 GeV/nucleon), delivered by the heavy-ion synchrotron SIS, in a 8 g/cm$^2$ Be target. The Fragment Separator (FRS) at GSI was used in its energy-loss mode to transmit the $^8$B secondary beam to the reaction carbon target (4405 mg/cm$^2$) at the intermediate focal plane (F2) and the $^7$Be fragments to the final focal plane (F4). The detector setup at the FRS, shown in Fig. 1 and described for example in Ref. [12], includes position sensitive time projection chambers (TPC) which give complete particle tracking and are used to deduce longitudinal momentum ($p_\parallel$) distributions. Other elements of the setup are ionization chambers (IC) and MUSIC in F2 and F4 for determining the fragment charge, and scintillators that give the time of flight between the different parts of the FRS. Using the magnetic rigidity and the time-of-flight information together with the energy loss data from the IC in F2 and the MUSIC in F4, a complete particle identification is available throughout the spectrometer. For the present experiment, an array of 32 NaI crystals was set up behind the reaction target in F2 for detection of $\gamma$-rays emitted by the fragments. The measurement of $\gamma$-rays in coincidence with fragments in F4 give information about the number of fragments emitted in an excited state compared to the ground state, and thus about the relative contribution of core-excited states in the projectile ground state. The geometrical coverage of the NaI array is 1.0% of $4\pi$, which is enhanced to 10.9% for the fragments decaying in-flight due to kinematic focusing ($\beta \approx 0.86$). The total detection efficiency of the NaI array was simulated using GEANT [13], and was found to be 2.9% for $E_\gamma = 428$ keV. In the analysis, a selection in the NaI time signal made it possible to discriminate $\gamma$-rays from the neutron background. Time-of-Flight (ToF) and particle tracking was used to Doppler-correct the $\gamma$-energies, and a summing procedure was implemented to collect signals from $\gamma$ rays scattered between neighboring detectors. The measured Doppler-corrected $\gamma$-spectrum is shown in Fig. 2. The peak from the known $1/2^-$ state at 429 keV is clearly visible in spite of the exponential background, present due to limited time resolution.

The longitudinal momentum distributions were deduced by measuring the position distribution at the experimentally determined focal plane in F4 and trans-
Fig. 2. Spectrum of γ rays in coincidence with 7Be fragments after one-proton removal reactions of $^8$B in a carbon target. The spectrum is obtained from the measured γ spectrum after Doppler correction. The solid line is a fit to the data with a Gaussian and a decaying exponential.

forming these distributions into fragment momentum distributions in the projectile frame. Without any conditions, the inclusive spectrum contains all components of the $^8$B ground state. The experimental width of $p_{\text{total}}^\parallel$ distribution is obtained as 95 ± 5 MeV/c (FWHM) (points, upper panel in Fig. 3) in agreement with previous results [3,4]. To extract the longitudinal momentum distribution of the 7Be fragments that emitted 429 keV γ-rays, the following steps were taken. First, a $p_{\text{total}}^\parallel$-distribution was deduced under the condition that a 429 keV γ-ray was emitted. The background contribution to the 429 keV-peak is 69%. To eliminate this contamination, the corresponding longitudinal momentum distribution with events coming only from the background (at high γ-energy) was created as well. The background distribution was then subtracted from the one obtained in coincidence with the 429 keV peak. The resulting curve represents the longitudinal momentum distribution of 7Be in the excited 1/2$^-$ state. This distribution, which has a width of 109 ± 7 MeV/c (FWHM) is shown in the lower panel of Fig. 3 (points). The increase in width for the $p_{\text{exc}}^\parallel$ distribution as compared to the $p_{\text{total}}^\parallel$ distribution is expected, since the excitation of the core effectively increases the binding energy of the last proton by 429 keV, resulting in a larger width of the $p_{\text{exc}}^\parallel$ momentum distribution.

The same conditions, as well as corrections for transmission efficiency and NaI detection efficiency, were used to find the cross sections $\sigma_{-1p}$ for the inclusive and exclusive channels. The total one-proton removal cross section obtained in this way is $\sigma_{-1p}^\text{total} = 94 ± 9$ mb, in excellent agreement with earlier results [3,14].

By selecting events that were measured in coincidence with the 429 keV γ-rays, subtracting the background and correcting the number of 7Be in F4 for NaI and transmission efficiencies an exclusive one-proton removal cross section of $\sigma_{-1p}^{\text{exc}} = 12 ± 3$ mb was deduced.

The relative weight of the component of the core-excited configuration in the ground state of 8B, can be obtained from the ratio of $\sigma_{-1p}^{\text{exc}}/\sigma_{-1p}^\text{total}$, which is 13 ± 3%, where the error includes statistical errors and the precision of the GEANT simulation.

For comparing the data in this Letter with a theoretical model we choose to use the 8B wave function calculated in the extended three-body model (4He + 3He + p) [6,9]. As the experiment is performed at high energies and with a light target, the eikonal approximation of the Glauber model is used when calculating
core fragment momentum distributions and breakup cross sections [15–18]. The main ingredients of the eikonal approximation are the core (here $^7\text{Be}$) and the proton profile functions, which take into account the interaction of the fragments with the target, and the $(^7\text{Be} - p)$ relative motion wave functions.

\[
F_{j_xj_y}(Y) = \langle \psi_{j_I}^{4\text{He}}(X, Y) | \psi_{j_x}^{7\text{Be}}(X), \{Y, \hat{\eta}(Y), \chi_S\} | j_I \rangle,
\]

where the variables $X$ and $Y$ are the Jacobi coordinates defined in paper [6]. The $^7\text{Be}$ profile functions were obtained by folding the $^4\text{He}$ and $^3\text{He}$ profile functions with their relative motion WFs $\psi_{j_x}^{7\text{Be}}(X)$ [9]. The profile functions for $^4\text{He}$ and $^3\text{He}$ were obtained using the NN interaction cross sections from Ref. [19, 20] and the corresponding charge densities. To reproduce the $^4\text{He}$ reaction cross sections at light targets, the $^4\text{He}$ density has been scaled with a factor 0.8, which is the single adjustable parameter of the model. Similar scaling was used in [18] to reproduce the $^7\text{Be}$ reaction cross section at 285 MeV/u. Note that with the scaled $^4\text{He}$ density we obtain good agreement with experimental values for both $^7\text{Be}$ and $^8\text{B}$ reaction cross sections on carbon targets at 285 MeV/u [21].

The stripping and diffraction cross sections were calculated separately for each of the components (a)–(c) of the $^8\text{B}$ wave function, and the corresponding momentum distributions from the stripping processes were deduced. These calculations give $\sigma_{\text{exc}}^{\text{1p}} = 11.5$ mb and $\sigma_{\text{total}} = 82$ mb. Even though the calculated $\sigma_{\text{total}}$ is smaller than the experimental result, the ratio of the theoretical cross sections is 0.14, in good agreement with the experimental number, 0.13 ± 3. The calculated shapes of the $p_{\text{p}}^{\text{exc}}$ distributions are shown as full drawn curves in Fig. 3. Their widths are 99 MeV/c and 130 MeV/c for the inclusive and exclusive distributions, respectively. In Table 1, our experimental values for one-proton removal cross sections and $p_{\text{p}}$ are listed together with the same quantities predicted by the theory for comparison.

In summary, we have in this Letter reported results of measurements of cross sections and longitudinal momentum distributions of $^7\text{Be}$ fragments from one-proton removal of a relativistic $^8\text{B}$ beam. Registering the $\gamma$-rays around the target and selecting those corresponding to $^7\text{Be}$ in the excited 429 keV state made possible the extraction of the weight of the component in the $^8\text{B}$ ground state wave function for which the $^7\text{Be}$ core is in its excited state. It is found that the total one-proton removal cross section $\sigma_{\text{total}} = 94 \pm 9$ mb, coincides with previous measurements. Further, the shape of the calculated $p_{\text{p}}^{\text{total}}$ distribution is in very good agreement with the experimental data. The shape of the calculated $p_{\text{p}}^{\text{exc}}$ distribution is also close to the experimental result and the cross section agrees with the measured value, $\sigma_{\text{exc}}^{\text{1p}} = 12 \pm 3$ mb.

Table 1 Comparison between experimental (exp.) and the theoretical (theo.) values for $\sigma_{\text{1p}}$ and $p_{\text{p}}$ (FWHM) for $^7\text{Be}$ fragments after one-proton removal of $^8\text{B}$. The first row refers to quantities measured inclusively (without any condition on $\gamma$’s in F2) and the second to the feeding to the first excited state of $^7\text{Be}$. The theoretical widths include the experimental resolution.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>$\sigma_{\text{1p}}$ (mb)</th>
<th>$\sigma_{\text{1p}}$ (mb)</th>
<th>$p_{\text{p}}$ (MeV/c)</th>
<th>$p_{\text{p}}$ (MeV/c)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>94  ± 9</td>
<td>82</td>
<td>95  ± 5</td>
<td>99</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Exc.</td>
<td>12  ± 3</td>
<td>11.5</td>
<td>109  ± 7</td>
<td>130</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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